May 2018 Release Content

-------NEW TITLES----------

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/austindilawrevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/austindilawrevi)
   
   Previous Title: *Australian Indigenous Law Reporter* [1996-2006] (1323-7756)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/austindilawrepo](http://www.jstor.org/journal/austindilawrepo)
   
   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 1, No. 1 (January, 1996) – Vol. 7, No. 4 (2002);  
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Indigenous Law Centre, Law School, University of New South Wales
   
   ISSN: 1835-0186
   
   **Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

2. **Australian Journal of Environmental Education** (Sustainability)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/austjenvieduc](http://www.jstor.org/journal/austjenvieduc)
   
   
   Moving Wall: 5 years
   
   Publisher: Cambridge University Press
   
   ISSN: 0814-0626

3. **Ethnobiology Letters** (Plants & Society)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/ethnlett](http://www.jstor.org/journal/ethnlett)
   
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Society of Ethnobiology
   
   E-ISSN: 2159-8126
   
   **Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

4. **SiteLINES: A Journal of Place** [2005-] (Plants & Society)

---
Previous Title: Viewpoints: *Garden History and Landscape Studies at the Bard Graduate Center* [2003-2005] (2572-0430)

Coverage:
Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall/Winter, 2003/2004) – Vol. 2, No. 2 (Spring/Summer, 2005);
Vol. 1, No. 1 (Fall, 2005) – Vol. 13, No. 2 (Spring, 2018)
Moving Wall: zero
Publisher: Foundation for Landscape Studies
ISSN: 2572-0457
Note: Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.


Coverage:
Vols. [1]-18 (1974-1991);
Moving Wall: 5 years
Publisher: Cambridge University Press
ISSN: 0963-9268

Previous Title for Publicly Released Journal

1. *Bulletin of the International Institute of Social History* (Arts & Sciences XV)

Moving Wall: N/A
Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 0921-254X
Note: Bulletin of the International Institute of Social History is a previous title to International Review of Social History.

2. Committee Reports Presented at the Annual Meeting (American Bar Association. Section of Mineral and Natural Resources Law) (Arts & Sciences X, Sustainability)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/commrepresannu
   Coverage: 1963-1967
   Moving Wall: N/A
   Publisher: American Bar Association
   ISSN: 0569-3284
Note: Committee Reports Presented at the Annual Meeting (American Bar Association. Section of Mineral and Natural Resources Law) is a previous title to Natural Resources & Environment.

3. The Connecticut School Journal (Arts & Sciences XII)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/connschoj
   Coverage: Vol. 1, No. 1 (January, 1871) – Vol. 4, No. 12 (December, 1874)
   Moving Wall: N/A
   Publisher: Trustees of Boston University
   ISSN: 2578-157X
Note: The Connecticut School Journal is a previous title to The Journal of Education.

4. Ohio Valley Sociologist [1938-1944] (Arts & Sciences X)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/ohiovallsoci
   Previous Title: Ohio Sociologist [1927-1938] (2577-6134)
   http://www.jstor.org/journal/ohiosociologist
   Coverage:
   Vol. 1, No. 1 (May, 1927) – Vol. 11, No. 1 (April, 1938);
   Vol. 11, No. 2 (May, 1938) – Vol. 15, No. 8 (February, 1944)
   Moving Wall: N/A
### MOVING WALL DECREASES

1. **Cinéaste** (Arts & Sciences XI)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/cineaste](http://www.jstor.org/journal/cineaste)
   
   
   Moving Wall: 1 year
   
   Publisher: Cineaste Publishers, Inc.
   
   ISSN: 0009-7004
   
   **Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 3 to 1 year.

2. **CLA Journal** (Arts & Sciences XV)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/claj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/claj)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 59, No. 3 (March, 2016) – Vol. 60, No. 2 (December, 2016)
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: College Language Association
   
   ISSN: 0007-8549
   
   **Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 2 years to zero.

3. **Mississippi Review** (Arts & Sciences V)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/mississreview](http://www.jstor.org/journal/mississreview)
   
   Coverage: Vol. 43, No. 3 (Winter, 2016) – Vol. 44, No. 1/2 (Summer, 2016)
   
   Moving Wall: 1 year
   
   Publisher: University of Southern Mississippi
   
   ISSN: 0047-7559
**Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 2 to 1 year.


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/politicaexterior](http://www.jstor.org/journal/politicaexterior)


   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Estudios de Política Exterior S. A.

   ISSN: 0213-6856

   **Note:** By publisher request, JSTOR is decreasing the moving wall from 5 to 3 years.

---

**PREVIOUSLY MISSING ISSUES**


   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/actabotavene](http://www.jstor.org/journal/actabotavene)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 1, No. 3/4 (1966);


   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Instituto Experimental Jardín Botánico "Dr. Tobías Lasser"

   ISSN: 0084-5906

2. *Acta Linguística Hungarica* (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/actalinghung](http://www.jstor.org/journal/actalinghung)

   Coverage:


   Vol. 48, No. 4 (2001)

   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Akadémiai Kiadó
ISSN: 1216-8076

3. **Aegyptus** (Arts & Sciences IX)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/aegy](http://www.jstor.org/journal/aegy)

   Coverage: Vol. 94 (2014)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Vita e Pensiero – Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

   ISSN: 0001-9046

4. **American Annals of the Deaf** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeaf](http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeaf)

   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 34, No. 1 (January, 1889) – Vol. 35, No. 4 (October, 1890);
   
   Vol. 40 (1895);
   
   Vol. 50 (1905)

   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Gallaudet University Press

   ISSN: 0002-726X

5. **American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeafdumb](http://www.jstor.org/journal/amerannadeafdumb)

   Coverage:
   
   Vol. 20 (1875);
   
   Vol. 30 (1885)

   Moving Wall: N/A

   Publisher: Gallaudet University Press

   ISSN: 0093-1284

   **Note:** *American Annals of the Deaf and Dumb* is a previous title to *American Annals of the Deaf*.

6. **American Journal of Comparative Law** (Arts & Sciences IV)
7. **American Music Teacher** (Arts & Sciences XIII, Music)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/amermusitea](http://www.jstor.org/journal/amermusitea)

   Coverage: Vol. 43, Nos. 2-4 (October/November, 1993 - February/March, 1994)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Music Teachers National Association

   ISSN: 0003-0112

8. **Archivum Historiae Pontificiae** (Arts & Sciences XIII, Religion & Theology)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/archhistpont](http://www.jstor.org/journal/archhistpont)

   Coverage: Vol. 50 (2012)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: GBPress- Gregorian Biblical Press

   ISSN: 0066-6785

9. **Arethusa** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/arethusa](http://www.jstor.org/journal/arethusa)

   Coverage: Vol. 16, No. 1/2 (1983)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Johns Hopkins University Press

   ISSN: 0004-0975

10. **Bullettino della Commissione Archeologica Comunale di Roma** (Arts & Sciences XV)

    [http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullcommarchroma](http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullcommarchroma)

    Coverage:

    Vol. 108 (2007);
11. Český lid (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/ceskylid


Moving Wall: 1 year

Publisher: Institute of Ethnology, Czech Academy of Sciences

ISSN: 0009-0794

12. Charity Organisation Quarterly (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/charorgaquar

Coverage:

Nos. 1-20 (April, 1922 – January, 1927);
Vol. 1, No. 1 (April, 1927) – Vol. 4, No. 2 (April, 1930)

Moving Wall: N/A

Publisher: Oxford University Press

ISSN: 2398-4880

Note: Charity Organisation Quarterly is a previous title to British Journal of Social Work.

13. The Concord Saunterer (Arts & Sciences XI)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/concordsaunterer


Moving Wall: 1 year

Publisher: Thoreau Society, Inc.

ISSN: 1068-5359

14. Conjunctions (Arts & Sciences XIII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/conjunctions
Coverage: No. 65 (Fall, 2015)
Moving Wall: 2 years
Publisher: Conjunctions
ISSN: 0278-2324

15. **Criminologie** (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/criminologie

Moving Wall: 2 years
Publisher: Presses de l'Université de Montréal
ISSN: 0316-0041


http://www.jstor.org/journal/eductraiautideve

Coverage: Vol. 50, No. 4 (December, 2015)
Moving Wall: 2 years
Publisher: Division on Autism and Developmental Disabilities
ISSN: 2154-1647

17. **Der Globusfreund** (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/globusfreund

Coverage: No. 6 (Dezember, 1957)
Moving Wall: 4 years
Publisher: International Coronelli Society for the Study of Globes
ISSN: 0436-0664

18. **Historia, Antropología y Fuentes Orales** (Arts & Sciences IX, Iberoamérica)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/histantrfuenoral

Coverage: No. 46 (2011)
Moving Wall: 3 years
Publisher: Historia, antropologia y fuentes orales

http://www.jstor.org/journal/intereviaestsoci


Moving Wall: zero

Publisher: Croatian Musicological Society

ISSN: 0351-5796

20. *International Review of Social History* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/interevisocihist

Coverage:

Vols. 40-41 (1995-1996);

Vols. 43-44 (1998-1999);

Vols. 48-55 (2003-2010)

Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 0020-8590

21. *Journal of Affordable Housing & Community Development Law* (Arts & Sciences X)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jaffhoucomdevlaw

Coverage: Vol. 23, No. 1 (2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: American Bar Association

ISSN: 1084-2268

22. *Journal of Canadian Art History / Annales d'histoire de l'art Canadien* | (Arts & Sciences XIII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jcanaarthist


Moving Wall: 2 years
23. *Journal of Health and Human Services Administration* (Arts & Sciences X)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jhealhumaservadm

Coverage: Vol. 34, No. 1 (Summer, 2011)

Moving Wall: 2 years

Publisher: SPAEF

ISSN: 1079-3739


http://www.jstor.org/journal/jintephonasso

Coverage:

Vol. 5, No. 1 (June, 1975);
Vol. 11, No. 1 (June, 1981);
Vol. 31, Nos. 1-2 (2001);
Vol. 36, No. 1 (June, 2006)

Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Cambridge University Press

ISSN: 0025-1003

25. *Journal of Irish Studies* (Ireland)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jirishstud


Moving Wall: 1 year

Publisher: IASIL-JAPAN

ISSN: 1346-7700


http://www.jstor.org/journal/jroyaasiasocisri

27. *Journal of Sport History* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/jsporthistory

Coverage: Vol. 35, No. 1 (Spring, 2008) - Vol. 36, No. 3 (Fall, 2009)

Publisher: University of Illinois Press

ISSN: 0094-1700


http://www.jstor.org/journal/kirkia


Publisher: National Herbarium & Botanic Garden

ISSN: 0451-9930

29. *Kritische Justiz* (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/kritischejustiz

Coverage:

Vol. 36, No. 1 (2003);


Publisher: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

ISSN: 0023-4834

30. *KulturPoetik* (Arts & Sciences VIII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/kulturpoetik

Coverage:
31. **Langages** (Arts & Sciences XI)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/lang](http://www.jstor.org/journal/lang)

   Coverage:

   Nos. 121-123 (1996);
   
   No. 126 (1997);
   
   Nos. 158-159 (2005)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Armand Colin

   ISSN: 0458-726X

32. **Lares** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/lares](http://www.jstor.org/journal/lares)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 4, No. 1 (1915);
   
   Vol. 37, No. 1/2 (Gennaio/Giugno, 1971) - Vol. 66, No. 4 (Ottobre/Dicembre, 2000);
   
   Vol. 67, No. 4 (Ottobre/Dicembre, 2001);
   
   Vol. 68, No. 4 (Ottobre/Dicembre, 2002);
   
   Vol. 69, No. 1 (Gennaio/Aprile, 2003);
   
   Vol. 71, No. 3 (Settembre/Dicembre, 2005);
   
   Vol. 72, No. 1 (Gennaio/Aprile, 2006)

   Moving Wall: 3 years
33. **Management Revue** (Business & Economics, Business IV)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/managementrevue

   Coverage: Vol. 27, No. 4 (2016)

   Moving Wall: 1 year

   Publisher: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

   ISSN: 0935-9915

34. **Marine Ecology Progress Series** (Sustainability)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/mariecolprogseri

   Coverage:

   Vol. 11, No. 3 (March 24, 1983);
   Vol. 14, No. 2/3 (January 2, 1984);
   Vol. 20, No. 1/2 (November 8, 1984);
   Vol. 36, No. 3 (March 23, 1987);
   Vol. 68, No. 1/2 (December 15, 1990);
   Vol. 68, No. 3 (January 3, 1991);
   Vol. 69, No. 1/2 (January 10, 1991);
   Vol. 79, No. 1/2 (December 30, 1991);
   Vol. 79, No. 3 (January 23, 1992);
   Vol. 116, No. 1/3 (January 12, 1995);
   Vol. 117, No. 1/3 (February 9, 1995);
   Vol. 172, (October 22, 1998)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Inter-Research Science Center

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/markzeitforsprax](http://www.jstor.org/journal/markzeitforsprax)


   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Verlag C.H. Beck

   ISSN: 0344-1369

36. **The Military Engineer** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/militaryengineer](http://www.jstor.org/journal/militaryengineer)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 36, No. 227 (September, 1944);
   Vol. 87, No. 568 (January, 1995);
   Vol. 88, No. 575 (January, 1996);
   Vol. 89, No. 582 (January, 1997);
   Vol. 90, No. 589 (January, 1998);
   Vol. 91, No. 596 (January, 1999)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Society of American Military Engineers

   ISSN: 0026-3982

   **Note:** Content for this title is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

37. **Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz** (Arts & Sciences V)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/mittkunsinstflor](http://www.jstor.org/journal/mittkunsinstflor)

   Coverage:

   Vol. 55, No. 1 (2013);
   Vol. 58, No. 3 (2016)

   Moving Wall: zero
38. *Monatsschrift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums* (Arts & Sciences XV, Jewish Studies)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/monageswissjude

Coverage:

Vol. 21 (N. F. 4), No. 1 (1872) – Vol. 31 (N. F. 14), No. 12 (1882);

Vol. 32, Nos. 1-12 (1883)

Publication of this title ceased in 1939.

Publisher: N/A

ISSN: 2193-9136

39. *Neue Kriminalpolitik* (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/neuekrim


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

ISSN: 0934-9200


http://www.jstor.org/journal/ninecentfrenstud

Coverage:

Vol. 2, No. 3/4 (Spring/Summer, 1974);

Vol. 4, No. 4 (Summer 1976);


Vol. 7, No. 1/2 (Fall-Winter, 1978/1979);

Vol. 10, No. 1/2 (Fall-Winter, 1981/1982);

Vol. 20, No. 3/4 (Spring/Summer, 1992);

Vol. 35, No. 2 (Winter, 2007)
41. *Proceedings. Annual Conference on Taxation and Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the National Tax Association* (Business & Economics, Business IV)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/prancotamamnta](http://www.jstor.org/journal/prancotamamnta)

Coverage: Vol. 106 (2013)

42. *Proceedings of the Annual Meeting (Western Farm Economics Association)* (Arts & Sciences IX, Business & Economics, Business III, Sustainability)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/procannumeetwest](http://www.jstor.org/journal/procannumeetwest)

Coverage: Vol. 8 (August 12-13, 1935)

43. *RCC Perspectives* (Sustainability)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/rccperspective](http://www.jstor.org/journal/rccperspective)

Coverage: No. 7 (2012)

44. *Real Property, Trust and Estate Law Journal* (Arts & Sciences XII)

[http://www.jstor.org/journal/reaprotrustlawj](http://www.jstor.org/journal/reaprotrustlawj)

Coverage: Vol. 49, No. 1 (Spring, 2014)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revistaletras

Coverage: Vol. 16 (1974)

Moving Wall: 1 year

Publisher: UNESP Universidade Estadual Paulista Julio de Mesquita Filho

ISSN: 0101-3505

46. *Revue d'Assyriologie et d'archéologie orientale* (Arts & Sciences VIII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuassyarchorie


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Presses Universitaires de France

ISSN: 0373-6032

47. *Revue d'économie financière* (Business & Economics, Business IV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revueconfina

Coverage:

No. 103 (Octobre, 2011);

No. 113 (Mars, 2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Association d'économie financière

ISSN: 0987-3368


http://www.jstor.org/journal/revudeuxmond

Coverage: February (2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years
49. *Revue des Sciences philosophiques et théologiques* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revusciephiltheo


Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Librairie Philosophique J. Vrin

ISSN: 0035-2209

50. *Revue néo-scolastique* (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/revuneoscol

Coverage: Vol. 2, No. 8 (1895)

Moving Wall: N/A

Publisher: Peeters Publishers

ISSN: 0776-5541

Note: *Revue néo-scolastique* is a previous title to *Revue philosophique de Louvain*.

51. *SAE Transactions* (Sustainability)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/saetransactions

Coverage:

Vol. 78, Section 4 (1969);
Vol. 79, Section 2 (1970);
Vol. 80, Sections 3-4 (1971);
Vol. 83, Section 3 (1974);
Vol. 84, Section 4 (1975);
Vol. 85, Sections 1-3 (1976);
Vol. 86, Sections 1-4 (1977);
Vol. 87, Sections 3-4 (1978);
Vol. 88, Sections 1-2 & 4 (1979);
Vol. 89, Sections 1-2, 4 (1980);
Vol. 90, Sections 1-3 (1981);
Vol. 91, Sections 1, 3-4 (1982);
Vol. 92, Sections 1, 3-4 (1983);
Vol. 100, Section 6: Journal of Passenger Cars (1991);
Vol. 103, Section 3: Journal of Engines (1994);
Vol. 104, Section 3: Journal of Engines (1995);
Vol. 106, Section 1: Journal of Aerospace (1997);
Vol. 106, Section 5: Journal of Materials & Manufacturing (1997);
Vol. 108, Section 5: Journal of Materials & Manufacturing (1999);
Vol. 109, Section 2: Journals of Commercial Vehicles (2000);
Vol. 109, Section 3: Journal of Engines (2000);
Vol. 109, Section 5: Journal of Materials & Manufacturing (2000);
Vol. 116, Section 2: Journal of Commercial Vehicles (2007);
Vol. 114, Section 2: Journal of Commercial Vehicles (2005);
Vol. 115, Section 1: Journal of Aerospace (2006);

Moving Wall: N/A

Publisher: SAE International

ISSN: 0096-736X

Note: SAE Transactions is a previous title to SAE International Journal of Engines; SAE International Journal of Fuels and Lubricants; and SAE International Journal of Materials and Manufacturing.

52. Science Progress (1933-) (Arts & Sciences XIV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/scienceprogress


Moving Wall: 5 years
53. **SEER: Journal for Labour and Social Affairs in Eastern Europe** (Arts & Sciences XIV)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/seerjlabosoci

   Coverage:

   Vol. 1, Nos. 1-2 (February-May, 1998);
   Vol. 3, No. 3 (October, 2000)

   Moving Wall: 3 years

   Publisher: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

   ISSN: 1435-2869

54. **Shakespeare Bulletin** (Arts & Sciences XV)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/shakbull

   Coverage:

   Vol. 4, No. 3 (1986);
   Vol. 5, No. 1 (1987);
   Vol. 6, Nos. 2, 4-5/6 (1988);
   Vol. 7, Nos. 1, 3, 5 (1989);
   Vol. 8, Nos. 2-3 (1990);
   Vol. 9, No. 3 (1991);
   Vol. 21, Nos. 1-2 (2003);
   Vol. 29, Nos. 1-4 (2011)

   Moving Wall: 5 years

   Publisher: Johns Hopkins University Press

   ISSN: 0748-2558

55. **South African Archaeological Bulletin** (Arts & Sciences VII)

   http://www.jstor.org/journal/soutafriarchbull
56. *Southeastern Naturalist* (Biological Sciences, Ecology & Botany II, Life Sciences)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/soutnatu2

Coverage: Vol. 12, No. 4 (2013)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Eagle Hill Institute

ISSN: 1528-7092

57. *Teaching Geography* (Arts & Sciences XII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/teacgeog

Coverage:

Vol. 29, No. 3 (October, 2004);
Vol. 30, No. 2 (Summer, 2005);
Vol. 31, No. 3 (Autumn, 2006);
Vol. 32, Nos. 2-3 (Summer-Autumn, 2007)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Geographical Association

ISSN: 0305-8018


http://www.jstor.org/journal/tortriinspralawj

Coverage: Vol. 50, No. 1 (Fall, 2014)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: American Bar Association

ISSN: 1543-3234

59. *Uluslararası İlişkiler / International Relations* (Security Studies)
60. **Verwaltung und Management** (Business & Economics, Business IV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/verwmana

Coverage: Vol. 14, No. 5 (September/October, 2008)

Moving Wall: 3 years

Publisher: Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft mbH

ISSN: 0947-9856

61. **Wallraf-Richartz-Jahrbuch** (Arts & Sciences XV)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/wallrichjahr


Moving Wall: 5 years

Publisher: Freunde des Wallraf-Richartz-Museum und des Museum Ludwig e.V.

ISSN: 0083-7105

62. **Watson's Art Journal** (Arts & Sciences VIII)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/watsartjour

Coverage: Vol. 8, Nos. 23-25 (March 28 – April 11, 1868)

Publication of this title ceased in 1876.

ISSN: 2152-6796

63. **World of Music** (Arts & Sciences XI, Music)

http://www.jstor.org/journal/worldofmusic

Coverage:

Vol. 15, Nos. 1-4 (1973);

UPDATES FOR ZERO MOVING WALL TITLES

Content for the following journals is released as soon as the latest issues become available to JSTOR.

1. 'Atiqot (Hebrew Journals)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/atiqot](http://www.jstor.org/journal/atiqot)
   
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Israel Antiquities Authority
   
   ISSN: 0792-8424

2. The Bulletin of Symbolic Logic (Arts & Sciences II; Mathematics & Statistics)
   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullsymblogi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/bullsymblogi)
   
   
   Moving Wall: Zero
   
   Publisher: Association for Symbolic Logic
   
   ISSN: 1079-8986

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/carpjmath](http://www.jstor.org/journal/carpjmath)
   
   
   Moving Wall: zero
   
   Publisher: Sinus Association
   
   ISSN: 1584-2851

   
   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/colulawrevi](http://www.jstor.org/journal/colulawrevi)
5. **Consilience** (Sustainability)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/consilience](http://www.jstor.org/journal/consilience)

   Coverage:

   - No. 13 (2015);
   - No. 19 (2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: Columbia University

   E-ISSN: 1948-3074

6. **Counter Terrorist Trends and Analyses** (Security Studies)

   [http://www.jstor.org/journal/counterrtrenana](http://www.jstor.org/journal/counterrtrenana)

   Coverage: Vol. 10, No. 4 (April, 2018)

   Moving Wall: zero

   Publisher: International Centre for Political Violence and Terrorism Research
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